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Understanding and engaging with conservation policy 

 
9:00am- 5:00pm, Monday 2nd July 2018 

Location: Room RHMZ02, Rutherford House,  
Pipitea Campus of Victoria University of Wellington 

https://goo.gl/maps/zZ1HzmjMGgM2  
Summary 
 
Many conservation scientists are interested in engaging with policy, but may not be sure 
where to start, or how they can most effectively contribute. This course aims to provide a 
“Public Policy 101” for conservation scientists who want the knowledge and tools needed to 
navigate messy policy processes.  
 
The course will feature presenters working across the spectrum of policy, practice and 
academia who will contribute to the following topics: 

• What is policy? 

• Key legislation and conservation policies, national & local level governance (New 
Zealand focus) 

• Stakeholder engagement 

• Effective advocacy 

• Working with the media 

• Drafting a policy submission or policy brief 
 

Participants will receive an introductory grounding in public policy, training in advocacy 
planning, and will draft a submission or a policy brief summarising the policy relevance of 
their research. 
 
Pre-workshop preparation 
 

1. Reading: all participants are encouraged to read the key material suggested in the 
reading list; 

2. Documentation: all participants should come prepared to draft a policy submission 
or policy brief about one issue relevant to their scientific interests or country of 
work. Participants should decide before hand what topic to work on and should 
come to Wellington with the basic documentation as to be able to work on the 
policy brief or policy statement during the workshop. 

 
Reading list 
 
Chapman, S., 2015. Reflections on a 38-year career in public health advocacy: 10 pieces of 
advice to early career researchers and advocates. Public Health Research and Practice 25. 
https://doi.org/10.17061/phrp2521514 
 
Evans MC, Cvitanovic C. Accepted. An introduction to achieving policy impact for early 
career researchers. Palgrave Communications. 

https://goo.gl/maps/zZ1HzmjMGgM2
http://www.thechangetoolkit.org.au/writing-submissions/
http://www.researchtoaction.org/2013/01/how-to-write-a-policy-brief/
https://doi.org/10.17061/phrp2521514
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Presenters / facilitators 
 

Dr Megan Evans 

 

Megan is a Research Associate at the Centre for Policy Futures at the 
University of Queensland. Her research falls broadly within 
environmental policy, governance and economics, with a particular 
focus on how complex policy processes translate into environmental 
outcomes. She is passionate about conducting interdisciplinary, 
impactful research in close consultation with colleagues working in 
government, non-government organisations and industry. Megan 
recently joined the Queensland Department of Environment and 
Science as Principal Scientific Officer in the Climate Change Policy 
Branch of the Environmental Policy and Planning division. 

Corey Watts 

 

Corey has more than twenty years working for the public interest, 
including with three pre-eminent Australian NGOs, a farmer movement 
for climate action, an Australasian medical academy, and an 
international forest research organization. He is an adept policy 
analyst, advocate, strategist, researcher, and communicator of 
scientific, social, and environmental issues.  

Dr Fleur Maseyk  

 

Over the last 20 years Fleur has worked for central and local 
government, for a private ecological consultancy, an international 
conservation NGO, and as a post-doctoral research fellow. This has 
given Fleur a broad-ranging experience in conservation and natural 
resource management at a strategic and policy level, and first-hand 
experience in the realities of its implementation. Fleur’s research has a 
strong focus on linking science, policy, and implementation, and 
includes biodiversity policy, managing biodiversity in production 
landscapes; biodiversity offsets; and ecosystem services. Fleur is 
Practice Leader — Conservation Science at The Catalyst Group where 
she has worked since 2012 and an Honorary Fellow with The Centre for 
Biodiversity and Conservation Science, University of Queensland. 

Toni Love 

 

Toni is a graduate of Victoria University of Wellington and holds a 
Bachelor of Law with honours and a Bachelor of Science majoring in 
Ecology and Biodiversity, and Statistics. She has been involved in SCB 
for over five years and recently handed over the Wellington Chapter 
President role. Toni is interested in environmental law, intellectual 
property law, in particular Māori cultural intellectual property, and 
how indigenous principles can drive legislative and policy change in 
relation to conservation and the environment. 

Prof Richard Kingsford 

 

Professor Richard Kingsford is a river ecologist who has worked 
extensively across the wetlands and rivers of the Murray-Darling Basin. 
He also worked with many different communities and governments 
across this region. His research has influenced the policy and 
management of the Murray-Darling Basin, including through 
involvement on state and federal advisory committees. He is the 
Director for the Centre for Ecosystem Science UNSW, Sydney. 
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Understanding and engaging with conservation policy 

SCB Oceania Wellington 2018 
9:00am- 5:00pm, Monday 2nd July 2018 

AGENDA 

All times are approximate 

Time Presenter Topic 

9.00am - 
9.30am 

Megan Evans Coffee and introductions 

• Meet the presenters 

• Overview 

• In groups of 2 or 3: why are you interested in 
policy, and what do you hope to learn? Share with 
the group (10mins) 

POLICY IN THEORY AND IN PRACTICE 

9.30am - 
10.00am 

Megan Evans Introduction 

• What is policy? 

• Policy instruments 

• Science and “evidence based” policy 

• Elements of policy processes 

10:00am – 
10:30am 

Toni Love Conservation governance in New Zealand 

• Treaty of Waitangi 

• Federal and local government  

• Role of the judiciary vs the legislature  

• Key conservation institutions and organisations 

10.30am – 
11.00am 

Morning tea  

UNDERSTANDING THE POLICY CONTEXT 

11:00am – 
11:30am 

Corey Watts • Key lessons from advocacy 

• Mapping out the policy context (worked example 
with group) 

11:30am – 
12:30pm 

Corey Watts + 
all presenters 
to facilitate 

In groups of 2 or 3: 

• Consider the general area of policy and/or specific 
policy problem you’re interested in  

• Can you list the elements of the relevant policy 
process and how you might engage in it?? 

• How does your research fit in? 

• Report back to the broader group (15 mins) 

12:30pm – 
1:30pm  

Lunch  

ENGAGING WITH THE POLICY PROCESS 

1:30-
2.00pm 

Fleur Maseyk • Stakeholder engagement 101 

• Different options for engagement: policy 
submissions, policy briefs, stakeholder 
consultation, media, Ministerial meeting, building 
trusted networks 
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2.00-
3.00pm 

Fleur Maseyk, 
Toni Love + all 
presenters to 
facilitate 

• Depending on participant interest, this time can 
be spent working on policy submissions or policy 
briefs 

• We may split into groups to work on different 
activities 

• Templates will be provided 

3:00-
3:30pm  

Afternoon tea  

PATHWAYS TO POLICY IMPACT 

3.30pm-
3.45pm 

Corey Watts Self-care and avoiding “compassion fatigue”  

3.45pm-
4pm 

Richard 
Kingsford 

Working with the media 

4.00-
4.30pm 

Richard 
Kingsford, 
Megan Evans 
+ all 
presenters to 
contribute 

Discussion and reflections 

• Presenters to describe case studies of policy 
engagement and impact 

• What worked, what didn’t, and why 

• Diverse pathways to “impact” 

4.30 – 
5.00pm 

 Questions and wrap up 
 


